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Faculty Board for this honour. I am deeply conscious of my own
shortcomings but equally I am honoured by the invitation to address

you.

The high repute ofthe lectureship owes much also to the character
of the man whose memory it keeps green, for Gale was a man of
many interests. We in the College in the South-west remember him
as the co-opted member of our first faculty board in his capacity as
Dean of Postgraduate Studies in the University of Bristol. We
recall his regular attendance; his wise help in all matters concerning
postgraduate education; and even more his quiet presence, and his
ready but unobtrusive wit. I, personally, regret that I was not aware
of his historical research until his short book Epidemic Diseases1 was
published after his death. This little work gives a good account of
the epidemics in this country over the last two thousand years and
contains much that was previously unpublished.
I make no excuse for choosing medical ethics as my subject for
tonight. For a long time I have felt that there has been a lack of
interest in the personal relationship between ourselves and our
patients. The press, the voicepiece ofthe public, gives doctors much
bad publicity; or so we think. Is this adverse publicity warranted?
Is the image that we present to the public what we would wish it to
be? Has it somehow been sullied through faults of our own? We
like to think ofourselves as the kindly, wise and worldly-wise philosophers and friends pictured by Robert Louis Stevenson. Indeed,
this is healthy human nature. We may grouse and groan and bewail
our overwork and little means; we may sometimes, the teeniest bit,
suspect that we less than match up to our living image. All this is
natural enough. Have we not always been the same? In the hope
?Being the Gale Memorial Lecture 1964 delivered before the South-west
England Faculty in the County Hall, Exeter, on 3 October, 1964.
J. Coll. gen. Practit., 1965,10, 3.
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of guidance I have delved back into the past looking for signposts.
If ever there has been a golden age of medical practice as opposed
to medical science, we will find it in the unrecorded past of our far
distant ancestors. The medicine-man usually combined the office of
healer with that of priest and headman, and was thus protected by
custotas and laws that he himself administered. When the nomadic
tribes settled down into larger groups, they began to evolve some
division of work in the community. After men had begun to earn
a livelihood as shepherds and cowherds, as tillers, and as carpenters,
masons and smiths, the need arose for someone special to treat the
sick. In early communities this duty probably fell to the women
and old men, but, gradually, as civilization blossomed, priestphysicians and physicians trained in their craft took over the duty
of healing.
From the few remaining records of the early cultures we find that
whilst the doctor was allotted a high place in social hierarchy, the
people found it necessary to protect themselves against malpractice.
The physicians were, of necessity, cautious in their treatment and
selective in their choice of patient. In the earliest medical textbook,
Papyrus Edwin Smith from ancient Egypt, dated about 1500 b.c, the
description of the examination of a patient is usually concluded by
a verdict which may be one of three:
an
an
an

ailment which I will treat,
ailment with which I will contend, or
ailment not to be treated2.

All primitive peoples are fatalistic and, if mortally sick, the situa¬
tion is accepted with resignation by the patient and by his relatives
and friends. The Egyptian physician knew better than to attempt
the treatment of the hopeless case; but we do not know whether
he would suflfer the consequence of his temerity if he did try and
then lost his patient. In Babylonia, in the second millennium b.c,
the physician was subject to discipline under the often quoted code
of Hammerubi which not only included a schedule of fees, but
penalties for failure, nicely scaled to the status of the patient. Thus
for the successful treatment of a wound or for a successful operation
on an eye, the fee was ten shekles of silver if the patient was a
patrician, five if he was a plebian and two if a slave. If, however, the
operation ended fatally or the patient lost an eye, the physician was
to have his hands cut off, or, if the patient that died was a slave, he
was to give a slave in compensation. Such laws, if stringently enforced, must have made medical practice almost impossible. It is
probable that they were usually ignored, but they are the first record
that has come down to us of State regulation of medical practice.
The Babylonian doctor, for obvious reasons, considered it unethical
to undertake a hopeless case3.
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It is to the golden age of Greece that we owe our modern code
of medical ethics. Whether the Hippocratic Oath was written by
the father of medicine or by a member of a later school is immaterial.
The oath was administered by the master to the pupil. It probably
became necessary when the physician had to admit to the mysteries
of his profession, students from outside his family. The cult of
Asclepius was essentially hereditary and the oath was administered
when the pupil became a member of the family. It was in two parts.
In the first part the pupil swears to become one with the family of

physicians4.

I swear by Apollo physician, by Asclepius, by Health, by Heal-all and by all
the gods and goddesses, making them witnesses, that I will carry out according
to my ability and judgement this oath and this indenture.
To regard my teacher in this art as equal to my parents; to make him partner
in my livelihood, and when he is in need of money to share mine with him;
to consider his offspring equal to my brothers; to teach them this art, if they
require to learn it, without fee or indenture; and to impart precept, oral instruction, and all the other learning, to my sons, to the sons of my teacher, and to
pupils who have signed the indenture and sworn obedience to the physicians'
law, but to none other.

Then in the second part of the oath comes the physicians' law.
A set of rules to uphold good ethical practice. These were rules
formulated by the profession and applied only to those who practised
the art in their fraternity. The code has been followed by doctors
in all civilized countries ever since. It has a stark simplicity which
adds greatly to its force, and though the sciences of today bear no
comparison to the art of the iatrons of ancient Greece, the oath
needs little alteration to be applicable:
I will use treatment to help the sick according to my ability and judgement,
but I will never use it to injure or wrong them. I will not give poison to anyone
though asked to do so, nor will I suggest such a plan. Similarly I will not give
a

pessary to

a woman

to cause abortion. But in

purity and in holiness I will

guard my life and my art....

Into whatsoever houses I enter I will do so to help the sick, keeping myself
free from all intentional wrong-doing and harm, especially from fornication
with woman or man, bond or free.
Whatsoever in the course of practice I see or hear (or even outside my practice
in social intercourse), that ought never to be published abroad I will not divulge,
but consider such things to be holy secrets.
Now if I keep this oath and break it not, may I enjoy honour, in my life and
art, among all men for all times; but if I transgress and foreswear myself, may
the opposite befall me.

Here ", writes W. H. S. Jones, " we have an early record of
those noble rules of conduct, loyal obedience to which has raised
the art of medicine to the high position it holds today "5. It would
seem that the sanction in the oath was the discrediting of the doctor
in the eyes of his colleagues. He was not otherwise punished unless
he had infringed the laws of the State. For instance, the evidence is
"
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strong that to procure abortion was not a crime in ancient Greece.
From this oath and from other books in the Hippocratic collection
physician and his duties to his patient.
In summary; he ought not to give poison or be privy to giving it;
cause abortion, abuse his special relationship with his patients by
sexual indulgence; tell secrets heard in the course of his duties or
otherwise in ordinary conversation; advertise in an obtrusive or
vulgar manner; nor as a physician should he operate. He was bound
to call in a second opinion when necessary and act as a consultant
when called upon; he must take into consideration the means of the
patient when fixing his fees; and he was expected to be clean in person
and abstemious, and to affect a philosophic frame of mind. In
the pseudo-hippocratic book on Decorum* the behaviour of the
is enlarged upon
physician
the physician must have at his command a certain ready wit, as dourness
is repulsive both to the healthy and to the sick. He must also keep a most careful
watch over himself and neither expose too much of his person, nor gossip to
laymen, but say only what is absolutely necessary; for he realizes that gossip
may cause criticism of his treatment. He will do none at all of these things
in a way that savours of fuss or of show_On entering [the sick room] bear
in mind your manner of sitting, reserve, arrangement of dress, decisive utterance,
brevity of speech, composure, bedside manner, care, replies to objections, calm
self-control to meet the troubles that occur, rebuke of disturbance, readiness to
do what has to be done. In addition to these things, be careful of your first
preparation. Failing this, make no further mistake in the matter wherefor
instructions are given for readiness.
Was not all this what in recent times Sir William Osler described
as Equanimity "?
The picture we have of the physician of the golden age of Greece
was of a man learned and urbane, of a wandering habit, who moved
from place to place, staying in one place only so long as he was
able to attract sufficient patients. He lived with a retinue of pupils
and slaves, who would help with the nursing of the patients and
look after his own comfort. He practised a rational art and regulated
his behaviour by rules which survive today and have needed altera¬
tion only in detail. But even so the practice of medicine in Greece
was not always perfect. Let us hear what Plato, perhaps the greatest
philosopher of them all, and a younger contemporary of Hippocrates,
had to say7.
and did you ever observe that there are two classes of patients in the
State, slaves and freemen; and the slave doctors run about and come to slaves
and wait for them in their dispensaries.practitioners of this sort never talk to
their patients individually, or let them talk about their own complaint; the
doctor prescribes what he thinks good out of the abundance of his experience
as if he had no manner of doubt, and when he has given his orders, like a tyrant
he rushes off with equal assurance to some other servant who is ill.
But the
other doctor who is a freeman attends and practices on freemen and he carries
his enquiries far back and goes into the nature of the disorder; he enters into
discourse with the patient and his friends and is at once getting information
we learn a great deal about the

...

"

...

.

.

.
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from the sick man and also instructing him as far as he is able, and he will not
prescribe for him until he has first convinced him; at last when he has brought
the patient more and more under his persuasive influence and set him on the road
to health, he attempts to effect a cure
Roman civilization was essentially military. Much of its culture
was derived from Greece. Thus it was that Greek doctors with
Greek medical traditions served the citizens ofthe Roman Empire;
their ethical standards needed little control by legislation though it
is recorded that Galen himself had on one occasion to leave Rome
because of the jealousy of his colleagues. If we are to believe Galen
the average physician in Rome was a fortune hunter who had been
unsuccessful in practice in his own province. Most of them were
illiterate.
The adoption of the Christian faith with its emphasis on the power
ofthe Almighty for good or evil and its doctrine ofthe divine punish¬
ment of sin by the infliction of disease and disaster stifled for many
years the scientific study of medicine. The devastation ofthe Empire
by the vandals left in its train a legacy of primitive superstition which
was difficult to stamp out. Only in the Byzantine Empire, which
was left to a great extent in peace, could medical studies be continued.
Certain Germanic laws of the sixth century laid down that no
physician should presume to bleed or cut any nobly born woman
without the presence of a near relation except in an emergency when
a menial must attend. At the same time fees were fixed for successful
treatment of cataract. Before treating a malady, medical practitioners
were required to furnish a satisfactory guarantee for the undertaking
and agree a fee. If the patient died the fee was forfeited. If the
physician blundered over blood-letting he was to pay a fine of heavy
damages. If death ensued he was apprehended and handed over
to the nearest relative who according to German law were absolute
arbitors of his life or death. Should a serf die as a result of treatment
he must be replaced.
The Middle Ages have so often been called the Dark Ages that it
has come to be believed that there was a return to primitive ignorance,
that all the glory of Greece was forgotten, and that in medicine learn¬
ing and practice were submerged under the stifling habits of the
monks. This is partly true, but recent research has shown that the
influence of the church was not so great and that there were secular
physicians and surgeons who subscribed at least in gesture to the
Hippocratic ideals of practice. In a number of early manuscripts
whose dates range from a.d. 400 to 1110, these ideals are repeated
in words so similar to those ofthe oath that it is impossible to believe
that Greek medical practice was unknown. These manuscripts deal
with the training, character, qualification, dress and deportment of
physicians. Christianity had indeed contributed, but in no way had it
....
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changed the implications of the advice given. There is in the Vatican
library a tenth or eleventh century manuscript ofthe Hippocratic Oath
modified so that a christian may take it "8. A ninth century manu¬
script in Paris gives much information on the duties and obhgations
of a doctor9. From this and other similar manuscripts, we learn that
the physician should be of a gracious and inately good character,
apt and inclined to learn, sober and modest, a good conversationalist,
charming, conscientious, intelligent, vigilant and affable. The
physician should not be hesitant or timid, turbulent or proud,
scornful or lascivious or garrulous, a publican or a woman lover,
but rather full of counsel, learned and chaste." He should strive for
a cheerful, pleasant approach, for even as light illuminates a home
and makes men see in dark shadows, so a cheerful physician turns
sorrow and sadness into joy, and comforts all members of his patient
and restores his spirit". He should take care of rich and poor,
slaves and freemen equally, for among all such people medicines are
"

"

"

"

needed". " Moreover if he is offered a fee he should take it; if not
offered he should not demand because however much each one pays
the compensation for medical services cannot be equated with the
benefits". (There is a thought here worthy of the consideration of
the Fraser Committee and the conclaves of the British Medical
Association). The physician should have an appearance and approach
that is distinguished. In his dress there should not be an abundance
of purple nor should he be too fastidious with frequent cutting of
the hair." Be solicitous in your approach to the patient, not with
head thrown back or hesitatingly with lowered gaze-" And again
in another document, "he ought to hold his head humbly and
evenly; his hair should not be too much smoothed down nor his
beard curled like that of a degenerate youth. He should not use
ointment to excess on his hands or the tips of his fingers, he should
wear white or nearly white garments. He should be lightly clad and
walk evenly without disturbance and not too slowly. Gravity signifies
breadth of experience". And there is a warning showing that even
this pomp was not always enough. He should endure peacefully
the insults of the patient since those suffering from melancholic or
phrenic ailments are likely to hurl evil words at physicians; these
should be ignored, they are not deliberate, rather a result of the
harsh annoyance suffered by the patient."
as " visit with care
Other manuscripts give other useful advice
"
those whom you accept for treatment". Hold fast the cures that
you have". Never become involved knowingly with any who are
about to die or who are incurable." And on an even more mundane
note, " accept at least half of the remuneration without hesitation;
get it while he is suffering, for when the pain ceases your services
"

"

also cease".
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These precepts are gathered from manuscripts dating from before
the rise of the great school of Salerno whose teaching was similar
in most respects and was copied by many subsequent authors. John
Arderne, a specialist in operating on the fistula, wrote in 1380 of
the etiquette of surgeons. He added one or two fresh details10.
Especially was he against casting aspersions at colleagues. He said
if there be made speech to him of any leech, neither set at naught nor
praise him too much or commend him, but thus may he courteously answer,
I have not exact knowledge of him, but I learned nought nor have I not heard
of him but good and honest'. And of this shall honour and thankings of each
party increase and multiply to him; after this, honour is in the honorant and
...

*

not in the honoured.

And he counselled caution in prognosis,
and if the patient or his friends or servants ask how much time he hopeth
to heal it, evermore let the leech promise the double that he supposeth to speed
by half; that is, if the leech hope to heal the patient in twenty weeks.that is the
common course of curing.add he so many more over for it is better that the term
be lengthened than the cure_
He saw the importance of keeping his patient happy in mind as
well as in body.
learn also a young leech good proverbs pertaining to his craft in comforting
of patients.... Also it speedeth that a leech can talk of good tales and of honest
that make the patients to laugh, as well of the bible as of other tragedies; and
any other things which are of no trouble while he make or induce a light heart
to the patient or sick man.
The names and deeds of some priest-physicians of the eleventh
and twelfth centuries have come down to us, but their number
must have been few in comparison with the size of the ecclesiastical
body. John of Mirfeld sitting in his cell at St Bartholomew's,
remarked that a common fault in them was that when three or four
came together to visit a sick man they never agreed either in diagnosis
or treatment and troubled themselves in no wise about the patients
except to collect and pile up fees from them11. Bishop John of
Salisbury poured scorn on their vapid boastings.
when I hear them harangue I am charmed; I think them not inferior to
Mercury or Aesculapius, and almost persuade myself that they can raise the
dead. [He said much more besides and then added a caveat] it pleaseth God,
for the punishment of my sins, to suffer me to fall too frequently into their hands.
They must be soothed, and not exasperated. That I may not be treated roughly
in my next illness, I dare not allow myself to think in secret what others say
...

...

...

aloud.

Roger Bacon in his treatise On the Errors of Physicians12 mildly
chides them that they are ignorant of the qualities of the drugs
which they prescribe having to trust to the apothecaries with the
consequence that their patients often get stale medicines, or counterfeit drugs." faked bone for bone of stag's heart or wood in which
aloes is formed instead of ling aloes itself" or other adulterated
drugs. He pointed out.without any statistical proof.that the
*
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crowd' (vulgus) which does not use medicine includes men stronger,
handsomer, larger limbed and of greater age than those who are
addicted to medical aids, and stated that this was most obvious in
the Northern nations amongst whom there was slight or scanty use
of medicine. He cited the differences of physicians as to treatment,
and.surely rather unfairly.the frequent occurrence of illnesses
and deaths in their practices.
With the renaissance of medical practice.a reawakening which
came later to medicine than to most other arts and crafts.we find
that Hippocrates remains the key text upon which all medical
authors built. The times were those of expansion; in the discovery
of new lands; in the development of our vocabulary; in architecture,
in horticulture, in medicine. It was an age of talented amateurs
and adventurers, an age in which a man with sufficient imagination
could flourish in any field and the field of medicine attracted as many
as any other. Quacks abounded. The professionals reacted by
tidying up their own house. The College of Physicians was founded:
the Barber-Surgeons Company obtained new charters, and the State
began to take an interest in regulating medical practice by giving
the bishops the power of licensing practitioners. The bishops were
the only educated body of men capable of performing this duty.
They were usually helped by medical assessors drawn from physicians
within their dioceses. The Justices of the Peace, though gradually
gaining in status as the recipients of orders from the Privy Council
and Star Chamber, could not be trusted with these rather delicate
duties. In London and its environs the College was empowered to
issue licences and the graduates of the universities of Oxford and
Cambridge could practice by right of their degree. But despite
these regulations the regular practitioners of the day were not free
from human failings and their public image did not always shine.
John Securis had some interesting comments to make in his rare
A Detection and Querimonie of the Daily Enormities and Abuses
Committed in Physick1*, published in London in 1566. One of these
enormities will be easily recognized.
Some there be also (leste, I wene, that other men should learne their cunning)
that wil rather scrible then write a recept, and will make sich dashes and strange
abbreviations in theyr billes, that theyr writings semeth rather to be arabicke,
or like the writings of the Cabalistes, then latin. I feare me that they that write
so, are ashamed of their owne occupation, and feare leaste that if they should
write playne, their errours and faultes should be espied. He that is a playne man
will deale playnelye, will speake playnely, and write playnely.
John Securis has also caustic remarks to make on the greed of
some

physicians.

The common proverbe saith, that offered service stynketh. And I have harde
oftentymes saye, that physicke unles it be earnestly sought and well payde for,
it will never prosper nor woorke well with the pacientes, I mean not by this but
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that the Phisition muste be alwayes liberall and mercifull to the poore, on whom
his living dependeth not, but on the rich.

And Latimer14 had a few bitter words to say about the physician
of his time.
Ye see by the example of Hezekiah that it is lawful to use physicke. But now
in our days physicke is a remedy only for rich folks, and not for the poor, for
the poor man is not able to wage the physician. God indeed has made physicke
for rich and poor, but physicians in our time seek only their own profits, how to
get money, not how they may do good unto their poor neighbour. Whereby it
appeareth that they be for the most part without charity, and so consequently
not the children of God; and no doubt but the heavy judgement of God hangeth
over their heads, for they are commonly very wealthy, and ready to purchase
lands, but to help their neighbour, that they cannot do. But God will find them
out one day I doubt not.
Through the succeeding two centuries, the practice of clinical and
scientific medicine progressed and the College of Physicians and the
College of Surgeons and the Society of Apothecaries developed their
authority over those branches ofthe profession that they represented,
but the profession, during these years, seems to have held together
less well than in the past and we read of many quarrels.between
the apothecaries and the physicians.between the physicians them¬
selves, and amongst the surgeons. Great men there were in all
branches of the profession. Men who by their example set high
standards of practice, but it was not until the end of the eighteenth
century that the Hippocratic ideals were again codified.
The rules of conduct of modern times stem from the small book
published in 1803 by Thomas Percival15, the Manchester physician.
Percival first used in the title of his work the phrase medical
ethics', a term which has lingered on ever since. It has been said
that he was more concerned with medical etiquette than with the
ethos of medical practice. Etiquette implies the behaviour of people
towards each other; the ethics of practice has a wider implication
and embraces all the problems connected with medical practice; the
relationship of medicine with the state, the problems of euthanasia
the therapeutic trials of drugs, and birth control are a few examples#
If we examine Percival's book we find that he gives thought to
many of these problems. He tells us in his preface that the rules
for the medical staff of the Manchester Infirmary were composed
by him in the spring of 1792 at the request of the physicians and
surgeons of the hospital. There was at that time a grave epidemic
of typhoid in the city and consequent staffing difficulties in the
infirmary. These rules were expanded and annotated by Percival
for the use of his son who died before they could be of any benefit
to him. After this loss Percival set aside the book until another son
was old enough to enter into practice.
The four divisions of the book give some idea of the various
*
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sections of the profession in Percival's day. There is that "of pro¬
fessional conduct relative to hospitals, or other medical charities";
"of professional conduct in private, or general practice"; "of the

conduct of physicians to apothecaries"; and a chapter on medicolegal matters. Emphasis is laid throughout the work on the relation¬
ship of the doctor to the sick person.
The first chapter opens,
Hospital physicians and surgeons should minister to the sick, with due
impressions of the importance of their office; reflecting that the ease, the health,
and the lives of those committed to their charge depend on their skill, attention,
and fidelity. They should study, also, in their deportment, so to unite tenderness
with steadiness, and condescension with authority, as to inspire the minds of their
patients with gratitude, respect, and confidence.
He goes on to say how the feelings and emotions of the patients
require to be known and attended to no less than the symptoms of
their diseases. "Even the prejudices of the sick are not to be condemned, or opposed withharshness. For though silenced byauthority,
they will operate secretly and forcibly on the mind, creating fear,
anxiety, and watchfulness."
Hospital doctors, he said, should not suffer themselves to be
restrained by parsimonious considerations from prescribing wine
and drugs even of high price when required in diseases of extraordinary malignity and danger. The best and purest medicines
should be used, for to use cheap ones or substitutes is a false
economy. He impresses on his readers the necessity for good manners
between practitioners so that they shall not denigrate each other
or say, in front of patients, words which could be construed to the
detriment of another.
He has a word about the ethics of therapeutic trials and experi¬
mental medicine.
Whenever cases occur, attended with circumstances not heretofor observed,
or in which the ordinary modes of practice have been attempted without success,
it is for the public good, and in an especial degree advantageous to the poor (who,
being the most numerous class of society, are the greatest beneficiaries of the
healing art) that new remedies and new methods of chirurgical treatment should
be devised. But in the accomplishment of this salutary purpose, the gentlemen
of the faculty should be scrupulously and conscientiously governed by sound
reason, just analogy, or well authenticated facts. And no such trials should be
instituted, without a previous consultation ofthe physicians or surgeons, accord¬
ing to the nature of the case.
When Percival comes to discuss professional conduct in private or
general practice16 he stresses that:
Every case, committed to the charge of a physician or surgeon, should be
treated with attention, steadiness, and humanity. Reasonable indulgence should
be granted to the mental imbecility and caprices of the sick. Secrecy, and delicacy
when required by peculiar circumstances, should be strictly observed. And the
familiar and confidential intercourse, to which the faculty are admitted in their
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professional visits, should be used with discretion, and with the most scrupulous
regard to fidelity and honour.
He enjoins strict sobriety. He warns that:
A physician should not be forward in gloomy prognostications;
because they savour of empiricism, by magnifying the importance of
his services in the treatment or cure of the disease.
A physician should not meddle with other people's cases. Con¬
sultations should be undertaken in difficult or protracted cases " as
they give rise to confidence, energy and more enlarged views in
practice ".
Punctuality should be observed in the visits of the faculty, when they are
to hold consultations together. But as this may not always be practicable, the
physician or surgeon, who first arrives at the place of appointment, should wait
five minutes for his associate, before his introduction to the patient, that the
unnecessary repetition of questions may be avoided.
Visits to the sick should not be unreasonably repeated; because
when too frequent they tend to diminish his practice and to give
rise to such occasional indulgences as are subversive of all medical
regimen. The faculty in every town should come to some arrangement about the charging of fees:
For it is obvious that an average fee, as suited to the general rank of patients,
must be an inadequate gratuity from the rich, who often require attendance not
absolutely necessary; and yet too large to be expected from that class of citizens,
who would feel reluctance in calling for assistance, without making some decent
and satisfactory retribution.
But in the consideration of these let it ever be remembered, that though mean
ones from the affluent are both unjust and degrading, yet the characteristical
beneficience of the profession is inconsistent with sordid views, and avaricious
rapacity.
All members ofthe profession should be treated gratuitously as also
should members of the church and military and naval subaltern
officers in narrow circumstances. Percival makes the point that the
first consultation by letter should be charged a double fee whereas
follow-up correspondence would perhaps only be charged at the
ordinary rate. This reminds us that, when distances were great,
physicians few, and roads difficult, it was not uncommon for the
country apothecary to write to the physician for advice, nor was it
unusual for the country gentleman to write to his doctor in the town
asking what should be done for his particular pain or disability.
Surprisingly, certificates provided for those in the army and the
navy or the civil service and for people wishing to escape from jury
service and so forth were to be given free, it being considered that
these certificates were for the benefit of the State and therefore
should not be charged. No physician should dispense quack nostrums nor should he dabble in secret remedies. Physicians should
be careful not to supersede the apothecary in his case but to act in
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all respects as a consultant with another member of the faculty.
Percival has this to say of the country apothecaries:
To so valuable a class of men as the country apothecaries, great attention
and respect is due. And as they are the guardians of health through large
districts, no opportunities should be neglected of promoting their improvement,
or contributing to their stock of knowledge, eitner by the loan of books, the
direction of their studies, or by unreserved information on medical subjects17.
Percival's short book was reprinted twice during the nineteenth
century and its last reprint was in America in 1927. Its influence
was tremendous.
Whether or not it was due to Percival or to the general improve¬
ment of medical education, the doctor in the nineteenth century
appears to have gained stature in the eyes of the public. We find
fewer malicious onslaughts levelled against him, and the Victorian
novelists usually portray him in a tolerant, even a kindly light.
Trollope in Doctor Thorne and Mrs Gaskell in Cranford and in many
of her other novels describe him with sympathy. George Eliot in
Middlemarch reveals an intelligent understanding of the newer
scientific methods then being introduced into practice. Dickens,
who lavished his scorn, his wit, and his glorious fun on lawyers, and
ignored the church as unworthy of his satire, portrayed general
practitioners and physicians with great forebearance18. The medical
profession was now established as one which could be looked up to:
doctors, generally, were no longer objects to make fun of.
The Medical Act of 1858 vested some control of medical practice
in the General Medical Council. These concern advertising and
touting for patients, and the perpetration of criminal acts such as
performing illegal abortions, and such misdemeanours as adultery.
The G.M.C. is the only authority which can withhold a doctor's
licence to practice. Other aspects of medical ethics are controlled
by the British Medical Association whose powers are limited to the
removal of offenders from their membership. As in the past, the
standards of medical behaviour are still set by the doctors them¬
selves; and only they can maintain the high level which the dignity
of the profession requires, if it is to remain respected.
Do we always remember, as indeed we should, the teaching of
Hippocrates? Teaching which, as I have shown, has stood the test
of time for more than two thousand years. Recent controversies
lead me to doubt that this is so. We are now, in this present Welfare
State, people of consequence; our standing should be higher than
ever before. The great interest in us and our doings that is shown
by the press, is an indication of our importance in their eyes;
medicine is News. It is flattering as well as embarrassing, and it
must be accepted as inevitable. Our Victorian grandmothers knew
nothing, and boasted that they knew nothing, of their anatomy and
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physiology. Universal education, already of a high standard and
becoming more comprehensive, is producing a population who
quite capable of knowing reasonably accurately what is happen¬
ing in their bodies. Most people today are able to understand quite
complicated expositions of their diseases and they are usually anxious
to be told. Often, however, we act like Plato's slave doctor.
ever
are

Whether we like it or not, the State foots the bill and the insured
person quite naturally desires to get the benefits which he considers
are his due. This is no more than was to be expected, and is not so
new a situation as some believe. Before the National Health Service
began, club practice had been operated for 100 years and a large
section of the population had been insured for 30 years under the
National Health Insurance Acts. In some of the recent debates on
the relationship between the doctor and the patient, doctors have

attacked the patient as though he were some peculiar object not
worthy of consideration. They imply that the capitation system in
general practice would be tolerable if there were no patients. For
such attitudes to be struck in public there must be something very
wrongwithmedicalpractice today. I believe that what are wantedare
not disincentives on patients.barriers to be placed between them
and the doctor.but fresh incentives towards good medicine. As
Sir Robert Platt has said:" It is impossible to practice good medicine
unless you derive satisfaction from the task."19 To those of us who
practised before the Health Service started, the greatest benefit it
brought was that it was no longer necessary to post up and send out
our accounts. Accounts which often were unpaid and seldom paid
at once. Our fees were scaled according to what we felt the patient
could afford, as Percival had advised. Most were smaller than the
value of the service given. Much of our work was charity, and yet
we survived and many of us were better off than we are today. I
believe that the ability to give our services in charity was part of
our incentive in practice. We knew that if we treated our poorer
patients well we would eventually achieve a class of patient better
able to pay and, eventually, we would prosper. But now, when
there is no true poverty, there is no such incentive. By treating well
our poorer patients we gain nothing by acquiring more of those
better blessed with worldly goods. One of the principal items in
PercivaPs code has disappeared and cannot be replaced.
What new incentives can replace those of the past? What incen¬
tives indeed can bring the profession out of the doldrums into which
it is rapidly sailing? As I have shown, our posturings have always
been seen through by the satirists. Sir John Charles, in an address20
given 11 years ago, asked whence does the prestige of the pro¬
fession spring? He said that certain things helped in its develop¬
ment:

R. M. S. MCCONAGHEY
The existence of a curriculum vitae which is in accord with the progress of
medicine, and not a sanctified odour of ancient rituals and obsolete practices.
The knowledge that this system of training is organized and supervised to a
reasonable extent, but free enough to afford scope for experiment, both in
methods and ideas. The possession of an ethic. a decorum, a standard of
conduct and manners. An acceptance of the Hippocratic axiom-never
intentionally to do harm or injury to any patient or person. An understanding
of suffering and the compassion which should minister to it. A readiness to
share in the duties and burdens which the State lays upon its members-and a
cognisance of the fact that the willing horse is given the larger share of the load.
A decent modesty in voicing the claims of the profession for recognition. A
proper reward for the labourer in respect of his services.
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We must strive for better understanding of the ethics of practice
as preached by Hippocrates and his successors, by Percival and his
successors. We must teach our students in our medical schools by
precept and example and in formal lectures given by learned and
grave men. If this is not done we are in danger of breeding a race
of medical technicians, skilful maybe in their treatment of diseased
organs, cunning too in the treatment of the sick mind, and yet
unable to deal with people.
This evening we have taken peeps here and there into our public
image-as our forefathers cared to imagine it and as their patients
saw it. We have seen a profession growing slowly in status, managing
its own affairs with a modicum of success, and achieving in our own
time an enviable position in the community. But we have also seen
a danger looming; a suspicion that we are losing some of that
decorum so valued by Hippocrates. The motto of our College is
Cwn Scientia Caritas-with skill, tender loving care. In these three
short words is expressed the tenor of all our daily tasks. Let us carry
them always in the forefront of our remembrance.
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EARLY SIGNS OF PREGNANCY

If all these Signs of Conception (which sometimes may deceive us,
though rarely, if when they concur) do not give us a sufficient Assurance
of it, but that we desire a better, Hippocrates teacheth us a way to know
it, which I believe to be no more certain than the rest; it is in his 42d
Aphorism of his 5th Book, where he speaks in this sort, Si velis noscere,
an conceperit mulier, dormiturae, aquam mulsam potui dato: si ventris
tormina, patiatur, concepit; fin minus, non concepit: If you desire to know
whether a Woman hath conceived or no, give her, going to Rest, a Draught of
Metheglin; and if afterwards she feels Pains in her Belly, caused by
Wind, she hath conceiv'd; if none, she hath not, as he saith. Which is
grounded (as I believe) upon the Supposition that Metheglin breeds
Wind, which cannot pass easily downwards, because the Womb (being
full) compresseth with its Greatness the Intestin rectum, on which it is
situated, and causeth those Winds to rumble, which are constrained to
recoil back into the other Intestines.
The Diseases of Women with Child, and in Child-bed:
written in French by FRANCIS MAURICEAU,
and translated by HUGH CHAMBERLEN, M.D. 1718.

